Elevates Clinical Cognitive Research
Recruiting the Right Participants Can Be
Difficult
• On average, one eligible participant is identified for every
10 people screened.
• Minorities like Latinos and African Americans are
underepresented in clinical trials
- Only 18% are Hispanic or Latino
- Only 9% are Black or African American

Obtaining Accurate Data Can Be
Challenging
• Human error means data cannot be captured accurately to
the millisecond and is subject to rater bias.
• Traditional cognitive testing tools can take days and even
weeks before test results can be accessed.
• Each participant tests differently making objective testing
conditions critical for accurate scoring and data collection.

70%
of potential participants live more
than 2 hours a way from their
nearest study center

30%
average dropout rate across
all clinical trials

67%

Savonix Elevates Cognitive Research with
Our Accurate and Reliable Cognitive Data
As a researcher, accurate and reliable cognitive data is
crucial in your studies.

of study sites fail to meet
enrollment goal

Our fully digital platform can be accessed remotely on
any mobile device to provide consistent, accurate, and
instantaneous results and data.

85%

Leverage Savonix’s growing database of 50 million data
points to provide you with insights into test performance
and cognition, and enhance your research protocol.
We simplify the job of recruitment by helping you identify
clinical trial participants based on gender, race, education,
and more.

of clinical trials fail to
retain enough participants

Visit savonix.com/research for more information.
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Savonix Mobile – A Superior Cognitive Assessment Tool For Researchers
Savonix provides a cost effective, scalable method to screen for cognitive impairment that mirrors the
gold standard for neuropsychological assessment.
Developed by our team of neuropsychologists, our platform is a result of hundreds of years of test
history. Our clinically valid cognitive tests can be completed by your participants at home on any
mobile device.
Interrater
reliability

Data capture

Scientific
validity

Blinding

Accessibility

Savonix Mobile

Excellent

100%
Captured

Comparable
to Pen
and Paper

Thorough

Can Be Taken
Remotely

Pen and
Paper Tests

Susceptible to
Human Error

Data Missed

Gold Standard

Fairly
Adequate

Must Be in
Person

Enroll Participants with Ease
Using Savonix is simple and straightforward. Researchers have two options: they can generate
individual links for each participant or if have participants self-register on a microsite customized
with the company brand.
Participants can take the test remotely in their own homes or on-site. No administrator is needed –
in fact, all that is needed is a mobile device for each participant.
Option 1:
Dashboard only

Researcher creates
test code link through
dashboard

Savonix delivers
code link to
mobile device
Participant registers
through microsite

Savonix cognitive
assessment taken
by participant
remotely or
on-site

Instant reporting
for user (blind/
non-blinded)
and researcher

Population
Reporting

Option 2:
Dashboard with
participant web-based
interface

Visit savonix.com/research for more information.
Savonix is Advancing Healthcare Through Cognitive Insights.
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